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Note about This Update:
This Update is prepared by the Infant & Toddler Connection of Virginia State Team at the
Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental Services as a means of sharing current
information from the Part C Office.
Enrollment of Children in the Medicaid Data System (VAMMIS)

Please note the following contact information for questions about enrollment of children in the Medicaid Data
System (VAMMIS).
Irene Scott 804-786-4868 irene.scott@dbhds.virginia.gov
Beth Tolley 804-371-6595 beth.tolley@dbhds.virginia.gov

Early Intervention Certification
For questions about certification of practitioners, contact Irene Scott 804-663-7250
irene.scott@dbhds.virginia.gov.
For questions related to completing the online application, contact David Mills 804-371-6593
david.mills@dbhds.virginia.gov

Great News about Billing for Early Intervention Targeted Case Management!
Providers are no longer required to follow TPL (Third Party Liability) requirements when submitting claims
for early intervention targeted case management (T2022). This change is effective immediately for claims
for services on or after 2/1/2014.
Many thanks to our colleagues at the Department of Medical Assistance Services for the research they did to
assure that this is not in conflict with Medicaid laws and regulations.

Local Contract Clarification
Section 2.1.2.c requires the local lead agency to ensure that local procedures and practices address the listed
Part C requirements and are in compliance with Virginia Part C Policies and Procedures for the
Implementation of Part C of the IDEA, the Infant & Toddler Connection of Virginia Practice Manual, and
federal Part C regulations at 34 C.F.R. Part 303. The Practice Manual eliminates the need for local policies and
procedures for most Part C requirements. Generally, where the local contract references local policies,
procedures or practices the local system will be meeting that requirement by following the practices in the
Practice Manual. However, there are 2 areas where local systems are required to have written local
procedures:



Chapter 3 of the Practice Manual, page2, requires local lead agencies to develop and implement
local
public awareness and child find procedures; and
Chapter 9 of the Practice Manual, page 9, requires the local lead agency to establish a procedure for parents
or a representative of the parent to inspect and review the child’s record(s) collected, maintained or used
for Part C, if the local lead agency maintains early intervention records.

Change in Operational Structure at Eastern Shore Early Intervention
There will be a change in the operational structure at the Eastern Shore Early Intervention Program.
The Eastern Shore Community Services Board (ESCSB) will continue to be the lead agency but
effective March 1, 2014; they will assign responsibility for the day to day operations to
Rehabilitation Associates. Rehabilitation Associates has been providing speech, occupational therapy,
and physical therapy to children since 1985 and are also a current provider of Early Intervention
services. We look forward to working with them in their new role.

Discharging Children from Inactive Status—Billing EI Targeted Case Management
Sending the required letter, Parental Prior Notice, and Notice of Action letter to children with
Medicaid/FAMIS who have been on inactive status and are now being discharged (in accordance with
the February 3, 2014 memo from Catherine Hancock) is considered an allowable activity for billing
under Early Intervention Targeted Case Management.

Did You Know?
Did you know that in addition to the three child indicators, there are three family indicators that are
closely related to the child indicators, address the purpose of early intervention and help measure the
extent to which we are providing effective supports and services? The three family indicators (also
sometimes referred to as outcomes) are:
 Families know their rights;
 Families effectively communicate their children’s needs; and
 Families help their children develop and learn.
An annual statewide survey of families in early intervention is used to measure our impact on families
in relation to these three indicators.
All early intervention service providers, including service coordinators, have an impact on these
family indicators. Think about how you explain parent rights and safeguards; the conversations you
have around family resources, priorities and concerns; how you support families in identifying
outcomes as part of the IFSP process; and the way that you work with parents and other caregivers to
evaluate child progress and develop and revise intervention strategies along the way. Coaching, use
of natural learning opportunities and a routines-based approach to early intervention have proven
effective in helping families in each of the three family indicator areas.
The Relationship of Quality Practices to Child and Family Outcomes document
(http://www.infantva.org/documents/July%202012%20Virginia%20Quality%20Practices.pdf)
identifies the specific practices from referral to transition that have a positive effect on the child and
family indicators and is an excellent reference document. The Practice Manual (especially Chapters 3,
4, 6, 7 and 8) also discusses family-centered practices related to these family indicator areas. In
addition, the Early Intervention Professional Development website, www.eipd.vcu.edu, provides
numerous resources on evidence-based, family-centered practices.
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The Decision Tree

Child Indicator Seeds for Success
What about Bob’s
Developmental Progression
of Functional Skills?
Why this is so hard?
While all children follow general sequences of development, Bob will develop
in unique ways, depending upon his personality, context, and experiences. In
determining the extent to which Bob’s functioning meets age expecations, the
team must look at the overall pattern, rather than specific fragments of his
development.

“He who would learn to fly one
day must first learn to stand
and walk and run and climb
and dance;

Included in each of the three child indicators are a continuum of functional
skills that can be thought of in terms of developmental progression of abilities.
For example, within Indicator #1 (positive social relationships), the progression
of development begins through a positive caring relationship between Bob and
his mother. As Bob grows, he develops a sense of self through relationships
with family members, other caregivers and adults, and peers. As relationships
expand to include making friends Bob learns to get along with others and
follow social rules and expectations. Embedded in these stages are a multitude
of behaviors that are important for Bob to develop in order to build and
maintain positive social relationships in age-expected ways.

One cannot fly into flying.”
Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Nietzsche

Thinking about skills in terms
of developmental progression
is important for
understanding where a child
is on a trajectory of functional
development.

Another example of how we can consider the development progression of
specific skills is with Bob’s development of pretend play behaviors (Indicator #2: acquiring and using knowledge and
skills).
Stage 1: Bob picks up a spoon, looks at it, puts in his mouth, bangs it on the floor, and drops it.
Stage2: Bob picks up the spoon and pretends to eat.
Stage 3: Bob uses the spoon to feed a doll.
Stage 4: Bob mixes up some pretend food in a pan with the spoon. He uses the spoon to put some pretend food in a
dish. He then proceeds to eat, using the same spoon.
Stage 5: Bob goes to the shelf. He takes a plate, cup, and saucer and carefully places them on the table. He returns
to the shelf and gets a spoon, knife and for with which he completes the place setting. His mother sits at the table.
Bob says “Soup mom”. He feeds her with the spoon.
Learn more about developmental progression and
how to promote growth and participation in daily

Children also progress in independence and ability to meet their
routines available through Brooks Publishing:
own needs (Indicator #3), such as moving about their environments,
Early Intervention Every
eating, drinking, tioleting, and following health and safety rules.
Day!
In general, as each indicator is explored during the child indicator
Embedding Activities in Daily
process, keep the complexity of child development in mind and
Routines for Young Children
and Their Families
ensure focus on functionality of skills and behaviors versus isolated
Authors: Merle J. Crawford,
skills and milestones.
Barbara Weber
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Part C Staff
Catherine Hancock
Anne Brager
Richard Corbett
Beverly Crouse

Karen Durst

Cori Hill
David Mills
Kyla Patterson

Irene Scott
Terri StrangeBoston
Beth Tolley
LaKeisha White
Mary Anne White
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Early Intervention
Administrator
Part C Monitoring
Consultant
Part C Monitoring
Consultant
Part C Technical
Assistance
Consultant
Part C Technical
Assistance
Consultant
Part C Training
Consultant
Part C Data
Manager
Consultant

Catherine.hancock@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 663-7270

Anne.brager@dbhds.virginia.gov

(434) 338-7747

Richard.corbett@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-9682

btcrouse@vt.edu

(540) 231-0803

karen.durst@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-9844

cfhill@vcu.edu

(540) 943-6776

david.mills@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 371-6593

k.patterson@dbhds.virginia.gov

(860) 430-1160

Administrative &
Office Specialist III
Technical Assistant
Consultant
Early Intervention
Team Leader
Office Services
Specialist
Part C Monitoring
Consultant

irene.scott@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-4868

Terri.strangeboston@dbhds.virginia.gov
beth.tolley@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 663-7258

keisha.white@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 663-7252

maryanne.white@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-1522
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